
Anthro-Vision - How Anthropology Can Explain Business

and Life 
An excellent look at what anthroplogy brings to the understanding of

problems and our world! 
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What we have published

What we are reading

JUNE 2022

The Purpose, Design, and Promise of  Medical
Education Research Labs - by Gisondi et al. in
Academic. Medicine
 
We had the fun opportunity to collaborate  with our academic friends to

share  examples of how groups organize to plan, do, and disseminate

research in education. We compared and contrasted research LABS

with research CENTERS and research COLLABORATIVES (like the TSC)

and research NETWORKS. Research labs have a unique identity, require

infrastructure,  and a training mission. If you are interested in the

organizational coordination of research in medical education, this

article is a must read. 
 What's your listening style?- by
Rebecca Minehart, Ben Symon,
and Laura Rock 
This deep, but accessible, dive on how we

listen and why that matters should be

mandatory for everyone to help with

education and life! 

Simulcast Journal Club- Explores two papers related to deception in

simulation and some of the risky tradeoffs facilitators make when doing

so. 

 Exploring Deception -  posts and podcasts by Victoria
Brazil and Ben Symon

ICENet "Trickery or Training" - further unpacks this complex issue

with reference to the Easter Bunny and Plato!   

What we have presented

Bringing it All Together-Victoria Brazil
Vic and Eve attended this inaugural conference in Chicago that was a meeting of

groups from the military, NASA, fire, and professional sports to think about how

resuscitation teams might be the best versions of themselves! It was a packed

couple of days and Vic was charged with the final session to "Bring it All Together".

In this session she summarized important highlights about psychological safety,

team-training, and where we go to next!  

Mission Critical Team Institute - High Performing

Resuscitation Teams Conference
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